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In this Letter, we show that multiband observations of stellar-mass binary black holes by the next

generation of ground-based observatories (3G) and the space-based Laser Interferometer Space Antenna

(LISA) would facilitate a comprehensive test of general relativity by simultaneously measuring all the

post-Newtonian coefficients. Multiband observations would measure most of the known post-Newtonian

phasing coefficients to an accuracy below a few percent—2 orders-of-magnitude better than the best

bounds achievable from even “golden” binaries in the 3G or LISA bands. Such multiparameter bounds

would play a pivotal role in constraining the parameter space of modified theories of gravity beyond

general relativity.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.201101

Introduction.—Gravitational wave (GW) observations

have provided a first glimpse of the strong-field dynamics

of binary black holes (BBHs) [1,2]. They have also allowed

us to place the first ever constraints on the possible

departures from general relativity (GR) [3,4] in this regime.

Parametrized tests of the post-Newtonian (PN) approxima-

tion to GR [5–8] are among the most important theory-

agnostic, null tests of GR that are performed using

GW observations. These tests make use of the analytical

prediction of the structure of the phase evolution using the

PN approximation to GR [9]. In the PN approximation the

dynamics of the binary is treated as an adiabatic process

and Einstein’s field equations are solved under the

assumption of slow motion and weak gravitational fields.

This is an excellent approximation for the “inspiral” phase

of the compact binary dynamics where the two stars spiral-

in under the influence of radiation back reaction, but the

timescale of radiation reaction is large compared to the

orbital timescale.

Gravitational waveform from a compact binary coal-

escence, in the frequency domain, have the well-known

form [10]

h̃ðfÞ ¼ Af−7=6eiΦðfÞ; ð1Þ

where ΦðfÞ is the frequency-domain phase of the emitted

signal and A is the signal’s amplitude. For inspiraling

binaries in quasicircular orbits, the waveform depends on

the binary’s masses, spins, distance, sky position, and the

orientation of its orbit. More explicitly, the phase takes

the form

ΦðfÞ¼2πftc−ϕcþ
3
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;

ð2Þ

where v ¼ ðπmfÞ1=3 denotes the PN expansion parameter,

m denotes the binary’s total mass, and ϕkl and ϕk denote the

logarithmic and nonlogarithmic phasing coefficients,

respectively. The PN coefficients are currently known

up to 3.5 order in the PN expansion [11–14], which

corresponds to k ¼ 7 in the above equation. Various PN

coefficients capture a range of nonlinear interactions and

physical effects in GR [9]. These include the effect of

mass asymmetry (1PN and above), different types of “tail”

effects (1.5PN, 2.5PN, 3PN, 3.5PN) [15] as well as

physical interactions such as spin-orbit (1.5PN, 2.5PN,

3PN, 3.5PN) [16,17] and spin-spin effects (2PN, 3PN)

[16,18], and effects due to the presence or absence of a

horizon of the compact objects (2.5PN) [19]. (See Ref. [20]

for an in-depth discussion about the modifications to the

GR phasing formula from various modified theories.) The

parameters tc and ϕc are the epoch when the signal’s
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amplitude at the detector is the greatest and the phase of the

signal at that epoch, respectively. For BBHs on quasi-

circular orbits, the PN coefficients ϕk and ϕkl are functions

of the component masses and spins. The assumption of a

quasicircular orbit is an excellent approximation for

majority of the stellar-mass BBHs [21].

The parametrized tests rely on the unique prediction for

the PN coefficients ϕk and ϕkl in GR and use GW BBH

merger events to constrain possible departures of the

coefficients from their GR prediction. A parametrized

waveform replacing the GR phasing coefficients ϕa with

ϕað1þ δϕ̂aÞ (a ¼ k; kl) is employed for the test [8]. By

construction, the deformation parameters δϕ̂a are identi-

cally equal to zero in GR, while in a modified theory of

gravity one or more of these parameters can deviate from

zero. Thus, GW data allow the direct measurement of the

PN coefficients and if their deformations are found to be

consistent with zero, the uncertainty associated with the

measurement provides an upper limit on the deviation of

these parameters from their GR values.

Status of parametrized tests of post-Newtonian theory.—

Combining data for the ten BBH merger events found

during the first and second observing runs of LIGO/Virgo,

the current bound on the eight PN deformation parameters

are given in Fig. 4 of Ref. [4]. Moreover, the bounds from

this theory-agnostic test have been mapped onto specific

modified theories of gravity in Ref. [20]. However, there is

an important caveat while using these bounds to constrain a

modified theory of gravity: The bound on the deviation

from a particular PN coefficient reported in Ref. [4] is

derived assuming that all the deformation parameters

except the one that is being tested follow the predictions

of GR with δϕ̂a ¼ 0. This assumption is necessary because

the most general test wherein all the PN coefficients are

simultaneously measured yields very poor or no bounds

due to the strong degree of covariance among the defor-

mation parameters and the intrinsic parameters of the

binary [22]. Hence, one is compelled to replace this most

general test with a series of tests wherein only one

deformation parameter is varied at a time together with,

of course, the intrinsic parameters of the binary. This

restricted suite of tests can still be expected to detect a

deviation away from GR by finding statistically significant

offsets away from zero in one or more of the PN

deformation parameters [6,8].

It would, however, be misleading to use the results from

the single-parameter tests to constrain a specific physical

effect in a modified theory of gravity. First, any deviation

from GR inferred for a particular PN coefficient cannot be

attributed uniquely to a breakdown of GR at that PN order.

This is because the waveform is largely degenerate in the

PN coefficients. Consequently, deviation at a particular PN

order can be captured by deformation of the coefficient at a

different PN order. Hence, a deviation in one or more of the

PN coefficients in a set of tests does not necessarily give

any fundamental insight into the true nature of the under-

lying theory of gravity. Second, if the single-parameter tests

are all consistent with GR, the widths of the posterior

distributions of the PN coefficients cannot be used to

constrain the parameter space of modified theories of

gravity. This is due to the expectation from effective field

theoretic arguments, that deviations from GR, in a specific

modified theory of gravity, show up starting from a certain

PN order (see, for instance, [23,24]). Therefore, to map the

PN deformation parameters to the free parameters of a

specific modified theory of gravity it is necessary to

perform the most general multiparameter test. In other

words, single-parameter tests would lead to an under-

estimation of the errors and hence yield bounds that are

more stringent than what one might infer with multi-

parameter tests.

In this Letter, we will show that combining data from the

next generation (3G) of ground-based detectors, such as the

Cosmic Explorer (CE) [25] and Einstein Telescope (ET)

[26], with the space-based LISA observatory [27] is likely

the only viable route to carry out this very challenging, but

very general test of GR. Such tests are crucial to set reliable

constraints on the parameter space of modified theories of

gravity. Specifically, we demonstrate that multiband obser-

vations of a subclass of stellar-mass BBHs by LISA and CE

would provide a unique opportunity to carry out the

multiparameter test of PN theory. Combining the low-

frequency sensitivity of LISA with the high-frequency

sensitivity of CE helps in lifting the large degeneracies

that prevent the use of multiparameter tests in either of

these observatories. To demonstrate the advantage of

multiparameter tests using multibanding we simulate a

stellar-mass population of BBHs that obey the mass

distribution, rate distribution, and redshift distribution

inferred from the first and second observing runs of

LIGO and Virgo. In a companion paper [28], we will

discuss intermediate-mass BBHs as another important class

of sources for multiband, multiparameter test of GR,

although the bounds from stellar-mass BBHs are far better

than their intermediate-mass counterparts [28].

Multiband visibility of stellar-mass binaries.—The

planned LISA observatory is sensitive to GWs in the

frequency range ∼0.1–100 mHz and the proposed 3G

observatories (e.g., CE, which we have used in this

Letter as a representative of 3G detectors), will be sensitive

in the frequency range ∼1 Hz–5 kHz. Though LISA is

more sensitive to mergers of supermassive BBHs of

millions of solar masses, it has been argued that the

detection of stellar-mass BBHs using LISA would be

possible despite the small signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)

[29–31] and would be of immense importance to

astronomy and fundamental physics, as the mergers of

these binaries would be detectable by the ground-based

detectors operating at the same time. Observation of

sources at earlier stages of their evolution in LISA, and
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later, more nonlinear, stages in 3G detectors is referred to as

multiband observation.

Several authors have investigated the value added by

multiband observations of GW sources. For example,

Refs. [32–34] examined the projected constraints on the

bounds on dipolar GW radiation, Ref. [35] investigated the

bounds on single-parameter tests of GR, and Ref. [36]

studied the constraints on the parameter space of modified

theories of gravity using multiband observations. These

authors have used prototypical BBH systems, such as

GW150914 [1], which will have good multiband visibility,

and have studied the corresponding bounds for single-

parameter tests of GR.

Here, we consider 5 × 105 BBHs corresponding to one

year of CE observation [37], distributed uniformly in

comoving volume up to redshift z ¼ 10. The primary

black hole masses are assumed to follow a power-law

distribution with the power-law index α ¼ 1.6 [i.e.,

pðm1Þ ∝ m−α
1 ] in the mass range ½5; 100�M⊙ while secon-

dary masses are uniform in the same mass range [38]. We

assume the binary components to possess spins which are

aligned or antialigned with respect to the orbital angular

momentum vector. This assumption is consistent with the

fact that none of the BBHs detected during the first and

second observing runs of LIGO/Virgo showed evidence for

spins misaligned with the binary’s orbital angular momen-

tum. The Kerr parameter of the companion black holes

are drawn from two different distributions: (1) a uniform

distribution in the range [0, 1] and (2) a Gaussian with

mean 0 and standard deviation 0.1.

3G detectors will be able to observe stellar-mass BBH

mergers up to the epoch of the formation of first stars. The

question is what fraction of events detected by CE will have

LISA counterparts. This joint population will be limited by

the SNR in the LISA band. In Fig. 1 we plot the SNR

distribution in LISA for this population. As expected, only

a small subset of the population will have an SNR greater

than 4. Such events will have an SNR of at least 2000 in

CE, facilitating a very accurate measurement of the binary

parameters, which in turn helps in digging the signals out of

the LISA background noise. For example, the chirpmass

and the symmetric mass ratio are both measured to an

accuracy better than a few parts in a million and the

source’s position on the sky will be determined to within 75

square arc minutes (enough to identify the host galaxy

within 500 Mpc). Consequently, the number of templates

required in archival searches of the LISA data is < few ×

104 for 90% of the events, orders of magnitude smaller than

previous estimates [39]. This reduces the false alarm

probability of the archival search and makes it possible

to identify signals of SNR > 4 in the LISA data with a false

alarm probability of < 10−3 [40]. We find that among the

hundreds of thousands of stellar-mass BBH merger that

would be observable by CE in one year, ∼200 would

cross this threshold of SNR > 4 and permit multiband,

multiparameter tests of GR. These ∼200 BBHs would

spend roughly 4.5 days to 7 weeks outside the LISA band

before entering the CE band and eventually merge.

Multiparameter tests of GR via multiband GW

observations.—We now describe the efficacy of the multi-

parameter tests of GR using the population of ∼200 BBH

merger events detectable by both CE and LISA. Our

method here is based on the well-known Fisher information

matrix which enables the computation of the projected 1σ

errors on the various parameters describing a signal model

for a given sensitivity of the detector configuration [45–47].

We use the sensitivity curves of CE and LISA given in [25]

and [27], respectively. For simplicity, we do not consider

the orbital motion of LISA as it is likely to have negligible

impact on the parameter estimation of the intrinsic para-

meters of the binary, which is of interest here. Stellar-mass

BBHs that merge in the CE band are assumed to have been

observed for five years in LISA and the starting frequency

for the signal in LISA is chosen accordingly following the

prescription given in Eq. (2.15) of Ref. [48].

We employ the IMRPhenomD [49,50] waveform model, a

frequency-domain phenomenological model describing the

complete inspiral-merger-ringdown phases of BBH sys-

tems. The waveform amplitude in this model is truncated at

the quadrupolar order and we have introduced additional

deformation parameters δϕ̂a in the phase at different PN

orders in the inspiral part of the waveform. We have set

the four angles corresponding to the sky position of the

binary and the orientation of its orbit with respect to the
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FIG. 1. Distribution of the SNR of stellar-mass BBHs in the

LISA band using the mass and redshift distribution as inferred

from the first and second observing runs, and spins following (i) a

uniform distribution and (ii) a Gaussian distribution with mean 0

and standard deviation 0.1. Only SNR ≥ 4 events are shown. A

small fraction of about ∼200 of all sources (some 500 000)

observed by CE in a year have SNR ≥ 4 in the LISA band. The

plot also shows that the spin distribution of black holes does not

have a significant effect on the visibility of stellar-mass BBHs in

LISA.
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line-of-sight to zero. This amounts to assuming that the

binaries are optimally located and oriented with respect

to the detectors. Note, however, that the LISA sensitivity

curve that we use is averaged over the sky and the

polarization angle and we have included a factor of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4=5
p

in the calculation of the SNR and the Fisher matrix

to account for the averaging over the inclination angle [51].

The Fisher information matrix for a single detector

(CE or LISA) is defined as

Γ
ð0Þ
αβ ¼ hh̃α; h̃βi; ð3Þ

where h̃ðf; θ⃗Þ is the GW signal defined by a set of

parameters θ⃗, h̃α ¼ ∂h̃ðf; θ⃗Þ=∂θα, and the angular bracket

h; i denotes the noise-weighted inner product defined by

ha; bi ¼ 2

Z

fhigh

flow

aðfÞb�ðfÞ þ a�ðfÞbðfÞ
ShðfÞ

df; ð4Þ

where ShðfÞ is the one-sided noise power spectral density

of the detector and flow, fhigh are the lower and upper

limits of integration. For CE the lower limit of integration is

taken to be 5 Hz and the upper frequency cutoff is chosen

such that the characteristic amplitude (2
ffiffiffi

f
p jh̃ðfÞj) of the

GW signal is lower than that of the CE noise by 10% at

maximum.

In order to combine the information from LISA and CE,

we construct a multiband Fisher matrix by simply adding

the Fisher matrices for the individual detectors, with the

corresponding variance-covariance matrix Cαβ defined by

the inverse of the multiband Fisher matrix:

Γαβ ¼ Γ
CE
αβ þ Γ

LISA
αβ ; Cαβ ¼ ðΓ−1Þαβ: ð5Þ

The diagonal components Cαα are the variances of θα and

the 1σ errors on θα are σα ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Cαα
p

.

The errors σa, where a ¼ 1; 2;…; 8 denote the defor-

mation parameters that are tested simultaneously, are

obtained for each event in the population for different

choices of the number of test parameters δϕ̂a,

a ¼ 1; 2;…; 8. The bounds on the individual events are

combined to obtain a net constraint by using the standard

formula

σ−2a ¼
X

N

n¼1

ðσðnÞa Þ−2; ð6Þ

where n ¼ 1;…; N denotes the events in the BBH pop-

ulation and N is their total number.

Following Refs. [47,52] we also add a prior matrix Γ
p

to the Fisher information matrix Γ
ð0Þ in order to account

for certain properties of the signals that we assume.

Specifically, we assume that the priors on the spin magni-

tudes and the phase of coalescence as Γ
p
χ1χ1 ¼ Γ

p
χ2χ2 ¼

ð0.5Þ−2 and Γ
p
ϕcϕc

¼ ðπÞ−2, respectively, and all other

elements of the prior matrix are set to zero. The

Gaussian prior on spin magnitudes is a good approximation

to the low-component spins of the BBHs reported in

Ref. [2]. The prior on ϕc is somewhat ad hoc, but helps

the Fisher matrix to be better conditioned. We have verified

that this choice of prior does not alter our conclusions

reported in this Letter. We now invert the resulting Fisher

matrix given by Γαβ ¼ Γ
0
αβ þ Γ

p
αβ to deduce the error bars.

Results and discussions.—Our main results combining

LISA and CE observations of stellar-mass BBHs are

summarized in Fig. 2. As we increase the number of PN

coefficients that are simultaneously tested, starting from

the Newtonian order, the 1σ upper bounds on them are

presented in the figure. For instance, the filled circles are

the bounds where only one PN deformation parameter is

estimated at a time, whereas the octagons denote the

bounds when all the eight parameters are simultaneously

estimated. In the eight parameter case, all the parameters

are measured with an accuracy ∼20%, of which the

first three may be measured with an accuracy better than

1%, whereas the first two PN coefficients may yield

bounds ∼0.1%.

FIG. 2. Multiparameter tests using multiband observations with

LISA and CE. Shown are combined 1σ bounds on various PN

coefficients starting from 0PN through 3.5PN in the inspiral

phase of the signal while measuring many of them together at a

time. Different types of markers symbolize how many PN

deformation parameters were constrained simultaneously. For

example, “black filled circle” represents “one PN deformation

parameter at a time,” “vee” represents “two PN deformation

parameters at a time,” and so on. The figure represents results for

the BBH population having Gaussian spin distribution, we get

similar estimates for a uniform spin distribution. The filled

diamonds and pentagons are bounds obtained with CE and

LISA, respectively, on the first four and five PN deformation

parameters from their respective golden binaries, respectively.

The total masses of the CE and LISA golden binaries are 200 M⊙

and ð6.6 × 105ÞM⊙, both binaries are 1 Gpc away and have

component spins χ1 ¼ 0.6, χ2 ¼ 0.5.
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One may notice interesting trends in the bounds as we

add more and more parameters. The bounds on 0PN and

1PN deformation coefficient from 2-parameter estimation

case are < 0.01%. The inclusion of the 1.5PN deformation

coefficient results in a sudden worsening of the bounds by

an order of magnitude. This may be understood by noting

that 1.5PN is the order at which spins first appear in the

phasing formula. Adding a deformation parameter at that

order, that is completely degenerate with spins, adversely

affects the overall parameter estimation, which gets

reflected in the bounds on the first two PN coefficients.

The gradual worsening of the bounds as we go to even

higher multiparameter tests is simply due to the increasing

degeneracy brought in by each of the additional PN

deformation parameters. Nevertheless, multiband observa-

tions of stellar-mass BBHs would permit us to test modified

theories of gravity, which predict deviations at orders below

3PN to a precision less than 1%.

It can be seen that even in the era of 3G detectors we

cannot obtain meaningful constraints with multiparameter

tests. As is evident from Fig. 2, for golden binaries in CE—

binaries that have the smallest error for the multiparameter

tests—the errors on δϕa, are∼100% only for a ¼ 1;…; 4; if
we vary more than four parameters at a time then the errors

on PN coefficients with a ≠ 0 are larger than 100%. In a

year’s time CE will observe a handful of such golden

binaries and the joint error that one can obtain by combining

golden binaries will still not be significantly smaller.

Consequently, ground-based detectors alone cannot break

the degeneracy among different PN coefficients. The same

is true with LISA observations of supermassive BBHs.

Even with a golden supermassive BBH we can perform the

multiparameter test with only five parameters and LISA is

not likely to observe more than a handful of such binaries

over a five-year period. Having said this, in this Letter we

do not consider other ways to compute the combined bounds

on δϕa, such as by combining all the events observed in CE

and LISA, as our method already achieves the desired

accuracy needed for the multiparameter test.

Conclusions.—To conclude, we have shown the impor-

tance of multiband observations of GWs to carry out the

multiparameter tests of GR. From our systematic study of a

representative set of systems, we have also found that even

for the best case scenario, observations of supermassive

BBHs in the LISA band or stellar- or intermediate-mass

BBHs in the CE band would not be able to place constraints

as good as the one reported here. Hence, multibanding

would, perhaps, be the only way to carry out this test which

in turn is necessary to make meaningful constraints on the

parameter space of modified theories of gravity. As LIGO

and Virgo detect several more BBHs in the future observing

runs, the merger rate and the mass distribution would be

more tightly constrained, which is likely to further tighten

the bounds derived here making this test an excellent

science case for multiband observations.
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